Abstract. Let G be a free product of finitely many finite groups with amalgamated subgroup. Using coset diagrams, a recurrence relation is obtained for the number of subgroups, and of free subgroups, of each finite index in G. In the latter case, an asymptotic formula is derived. When the amalgamated subgroup is central, the relation takes a simpler form.
Definition. An M-diagram is a directed pseudograph, edge-labelled by 911 which is such that (A) and (B) hold.
Note that, from (A), (B), each element of M defines a permutation of the vertex set of an M -diagram.
Definition. Suppose that ^ is a connected M-diagram and that P E VC^).
Then, [^,P] = {m^M:trm(P) = P).
It is clear that (2) A connected M-diagram tf) of order n can be labelled, using {1, . . ., n}, in n\/c(ty) different ways.
Definition. A property 9* of pseudographs is heritable if whenever 9 has property 9 so has each union of components of 9.
In an M-diagram, each relator gives a closed walk (by (B)), so this lies in a single component. Hence, the property, 9 (M), of being an M-diagram is heritable.
Definition. Suppose that 9 is a heritable property. Then E(9, n) is the number of pseudographs with property 9 with vertices labelled by {1,. . . , n). E0(9, n) is the number which is connected.
We note that these numbers will be finite, provided that 9 implies that the number of edges at each vertex is bounded by a constant K(9 ). This will be true of 9(M), provided that there is a finite generating set 9H.
Considering the component containing the vertex 1 in each diagram (as in [6] ), it is easy to prove Proposition 1.3. Let 9 be a heritable property such that E(ty, ri) is finite for each n. Then E0(<$,n) = E(9,n) -2 (¡¡I \)eo(9, k)E(<$, n -k).
Definition. For a group M, 7v"(M, ri) is the number of subgroups of index n in M. Provided that M is finitely generated, each N(M, ri) is finite. Applying Proposition 1.2 (1) ,
Combining this with Proposition 1.3, we have Theorem 1.4. For a finitely generated group M,
After this, we concentrate on evaluating the E(9, «)• 2. Free Products With Amalgamated Subgroup. We consider the group G, defined by (1) G=*c{G(i):i=\,...,s), where s > 2 and, for each i, G(i) is a finite group. To avoid trivial cases, we assume that, for each i, \G(i)/C\ > 2. We take the finite set of generators § = U G(i).
Then g-1 £ % when g E S, and there is a set of relators each of which involves symbols from a single G(i). Definition. Let 9 be a G-diagram. Then 90 (resp. 9(/), 1 < / < s) is the subpseudograph with vertex set F(9) and edge set consisting of the g-edges for g E C (resp. g E G(i)). It is clear that 90 (resp. ^ (/)) is a C-(resp. G(i)-) diagram. In a similar way, we obtain a C-diagram S0 from a G(j)-diagram S.
In a case where C = {1}, i.e. G is a free product, a G-diagram can be obtained from a collection 9(1), ... , 9(j), where each 9(i) is a G(i')-diagram with a fixed vertex set S. In general, we note that, if 9 is a G-diagram, then, for / = 1, . . . , s, 90 = 9(00, so that all the 9(/')0 are identical. Conversely, given a collection of G(/')-diagrams, with a common vertex and identical induced C-diagrams, we get a G-diagram. We have proved Proposition 2.1. Suppose that S is a finite set and that, for i = I.s, % h a G(i)-diagram with K(9,-) = S. Then there is a G-diagram 9 with 9(/') = 9,-if and only if, for 1 < i,j < s, (9,)0 = (9,.),,. Further, if {9,} and {S,} yield G-diagrams 9, S, then 9 = S if and only if, for each i, 9,. = &¡.
This allows us to compute the E(9 (G), ri) from the E(9(G(i)), ri).
We note that the G(i), and hence C, are finite groups. From Proposition 1.2(1), each has a finite collection of connected diagrams.
Definitions. ( Definition. Suppose that 6 is a C-diagram consisting of r
As &(k) has g(k) vertices, a diagram of C-type r has n vertices, where (2) For r E S(n), T(i, r) is the set of w(/) such that (3) holds for all k.
Then S(n) consists of the C-types which are possible for diagrams with n vertices, and, for each /', T(i, r) consists of the /-types which are compatible with the C-type r.
Suppose that 9 is a G-diagram of C-type r and /-type w(/), / = I, . . . ,s. Let « = |K(9)|. We consider the labelling of 9 by {1, ...,n).
We can split Then £,(5) (F), ri) is given by an eleven-fold sum. The conditions on the elements of S(n) and the T(i, r) enable us to reduce this to a six-fold sum, though the presence of y2 in both sums for T(2, r) seems to preclude an elegant formula. We omit the actual result but observe that, even in this comparatively simple case, the formula is complex. It is doubtful if a good estimate can be made. Proof. Suppose that 9 is a connected G-diagram and that 90 is the induced C-diagram (we may as well assume that C is a subset of the chosen generating set for G).
If 90 is connected, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that S, and &2 are components of 90. We choose vertices ?on6, and Q on S2. Then C, = [£,, P] and C2 = [S2, Q] are subgroups of C. As S, C 9, C, ç [9, P]. If g £ C n [9, P], then, as g E C, it is contained in the generating set, and we may take a corresponding path consisting of a single edge (the g-edge out of P). As S, is a C-diagram, this edge belongs to S,. As g £ [9, P], any path for g is closed, so that g E [S,, P] = C,. Hence, C, = C n [9, P]. Similarly, C2 = C n [9, Q]. Since 9 is connected, there is an element q £ G such that *,(ß) = P-Then [9, P] -[9, QY, so that C2? = C n [9, P]. As C is central, C« = C, and hence C2? = C2. Thus, C2 = C n [9, P] = C,. Since these are subgroups defined by S, and S2, we must have S, = S2, and the lemma is proved. From now on, we shall assume that G is defined by (1) and that C is central in G (and so also in each G(/)). Then, as C is abelian, each 6 (k) corresponds to a single (normal) subgroup, C(k) say, and c(k) = g(k) = \C: C(k)\. From the proof of Lemma 3.1, the diagram 90 consists of copies of G(k), where k is such that C(k) = C n [9, P]. Thus, the C-type of a connected G-diagram has exactly one nonzero entry. Example. Let Then G is isomorphic to the free product of two copies of Z4 (e.g. <a,> and <a2» with amalgamated subgroup Z2 «a,) = <a2». In this example, all groups involved are abelian, so each conjugacy class consists of a single subgroup. We have m(0) = 2 and
With the notation of the previous example, we have, for / = 1, 2, m(i) = 3 and the data ({1}, 4, 4, 2,0), «a2), 2, 2, 0, 2), «a,>, 1, 1, 0, 1).
Subgroups H with HnC=(l) involve only C(l) and hence only the G(i, 1), so that E(tyx(G), ri) is zero unless n is divisible by 4. The argument for Theorem 2. For N2(G, ri), we could proceed using the E(92(G), ri). Now only G(i, 2) and G(i, 3) can occur, and the induced C-diagrams are loops. We obtain
A 2 E(%(G), n) = n\l 2 (*! (n ~ 2k)\2k)~l .
However, it is quicker to observe that, in the notation of [4] , E(92(G), ri) = (r2(n))2. By the results of that paper, N2(G, ri) is equal to the number of subgroups of index 2 in Z2 * Z2 (both satisfy the same recurrence). The latter number is given in [5] , and it follows that n, n odd, n + 1, n even.
As a footnote, we observe that the relationship between N2(G, ri) and N(Z2 * Z2, ri) is not accidental. Noting that G/C ^ Z2* Z2 in this case, the reader should be able to find a short (algebraic) proof of the relationship we 'discovered' in the calculation. 4 . Free Subgroups. As we might expect on comparing [4] with [5] , we can get more detailed results for the number of free subgroups.
Definition. For a group G, let N0(G, ri) be the number of free subgroups of index n in G.
Throughout this section, we shall assume that G is defined by (1) . We shall evaluate N0 by means of a suitable heritable property. Proof. We observe that, as C is finite, a free subgroup H cannot have nontrivial intersections with C or with any of its G-conjugates, i.e. for each g £ G, (9) HnC*={\).
Then the theorem of H. Neumann, quoted in [2] , applies to show that the subgroup H (since it satisfies (9)) is the free product of a free group and conjugates of subgroups of the G(i). Thus, if H is free, these subgroups must be trivial, since the G(i) are finite. Conversely, if H has trivial intersection with each conjugate of each G(i), then (9) holds (as C ç G(l)). Then, again by Neumann's theorem, H is free. From the proof of the theorem given in [2] , the condition we have obtained is equivalent to that in the statement of the lemma. Definition. Let 90(G) be the property that a pseudograph 9 is a G-diagram such that, for each », 9(i) consists of copies of §(/, 1).
Clearly, %(G) is a heritable property. By Lemma 4.1, the connected diagrams with the property are precisely those which correspond to free subgroups. There is an algebraic proof of Theorem 4.2 when C is normal and G* is the free product of the groups G(/)/ C (note that, as above, the value of the right-hand side of (10) depends on the orders of the factors but not upon their structures). The general case of Theorem 4.2 seems to depend on the diagram argument.
We have chosen G* as a free product of cyclic groups so that the results of [5] apply. From (5) of [5] and Theorem 4.2 above, we get We note that there are recurrence relations for the N^G, ri) derived from Theorem 4.2 and the results of [5] . These do not involve the E(90(G), ri).
